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- Without the ']Yre8s . . . what ia speech; without 8'PeeCh ... what is freedom; without freedom ..• what is Zife1 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~-
VOL. IX, No. 10 ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE December 1, 1969 
Student Council Candidates Speak Out 
Per order of Mr. Shepard, Stu- 1 definition of leadership, for to ask 
dent council elections will be held this is to imply that definitions 
possess. For in the performance I tween these three factors. 
of bis duties, leadership ability is Judy Facovs _ Senior Class 
out his policy will actually feel 
they are working on their own 
W d d D b 10 Th are based on an individual's feel-e nes ay ecem er . e . 
' . . . . mgs. If you want to know what tested many times, especially I On Leadership: Leadership usu-1 program, which is actually how 
when the need arises for the Jead- ally goes hand in hand with past things should be. People involved Quill has obtamed interviews with my opinions are concerning the . 
many of the candidates. They qualities that make a good leader, er to make colleagues aware of his experience and knowledge. I have i:n doing things in which they can 
identify as their own will natur-
ally do a better job. He shouldn't 
be an authoritative figure. He 
should be an achiever, a co-opera-
tive person. Actually, I don't be-
lieve in "Leader." 
were asked two questions pertain-
ing to Student Council: 1) What 
they are: an absolute co·nformity point of view or the view of his been a dorm student at RWC for 
to the principles of justic~ among support~rs and _w~enever neces- three and one-half years. Within 
· d f' T f 1 ad rsh'p? I men applied by the use of reason sary garn a maJor1ty of support is your e im ion o e· e i . alone and the observation of the from them. Primarily then, lead-
and 2) What, in your opinion are nature of the problems and the ership is that ability which a 
this time I feel that I have gained 
enough insight into the workings 
of the college to be able to help 
choose the best form of govern-
ment. Last year I was on the 
Guidance and Counseling Commit-
tee. As a result of this committee, 
RWC has for the first time an eX-
the important issues on the Roger 
Williams campus today? They 
were also asked for further com-
ments. \Ve feel that the students, 
therefore, will have a more knowl-
edgeable choice at the polls. In no 
particular order, therefore, we 
give you the candidates. 
Dianne Gelineau - Senior Clas!'! 
On Leadership: Someone who 
can show people the way, as to 
how to get involved and support 
your school. Also, they must be 
willing to do it themselves. 
The Issues: People (students) 
should get more involved. 
Comments: R o g e T Williams 
s"1ould definitely start a placement 
service this year. 
Patriria Einhorn - At Large 
On Leadership: No organization 
of any size can exist without lead-
ers. Someone has to organize 
meetings or determine a consen-
sus, represent the group and its 
decisions to other organizations 
and make the cow1tless small and 
large decisions that are necessary 
to carry out its aims. The lead-
er should be able to communicate 
with its members and control 
channels of information within the 
organization. 
The Issues: I feel the issue here 
is that we do not have enough 
communication between the stu-
dent council and the students. We 
need able people who al"e willing 
to give their time and efforts to 
represent the student body of 
Roger Williams College. The job 
requires individual aptitude and 
knowledge to keep the organiza-
tion functioning and to get things 
done. But, remember, good lead-
ership cannot be attained without 
good members - (you, the stu-
dents). So, stop complaining, let's 
get out there and cast our votes 
for our new leaders. 
William Dagan - At Large 
On Leadership: One can't an-
swer the question, what is your 
creation of a logical plan to rec- leader must have to effectively 
tify them. Tn conforming to these communicate policies, views, and 
ideas, I hold as the fundamental whatever else necessary to prop-
principle of justice that no man erly perform the functions of his 
has the right to initiate the use office. 
of force against anyone else and The Issues. Candidates chosen I 1 ff t· t f "d · · · treme y e ec ive sys em o gu1 -I. hold as a fundamental prmc1ple I for Student Council should primar- d 1• · · , · ance an counse mg. 
of reason that emotions are not ily create a sound foundation in 
The Issues: The major issue now 
is the formation of the constitu-
tion. When this is accomplished 
students will have more power. 
Also, in order for students to have 
power they must take part in all 
stages of activities concerning 
their school. In othei· words, stu-
dents are where it is at. The ad-
ministration has too much power 
but it is not their fault. The fac-
ulty also needs a constitution. 
tools of thought. order that issues brought before 
The Issues: There are some peo- the council may promptly and ef-
ple on this campus who have been fectively be decided upon. Once a 
and are now creating men or 1 decision is reached on an issue, I 
shop women, new deal bromides feel the students should know the 
on the form of appeals that there outcome. To 11ut it another way . 
is not enough student control; the students should communicate I variety of tastes. 
The Issues: The issue, I feel, 
is not any longer the Old -P1·oblem 
of student apathy .. It is the insist-
ed offering to the students of a 
wide enough range of programs 
and activities to cover the wide 
Jack Mahoney - SC - At Large 
there is not enough student in- to members of council their prob-
terest in sports; there is not Iems and the council should com-
enough student activity, all of municate to the students decisions 
which is contained in the worn-out 
appeal that 1 here is student apa-
thy. 
I nm for student participation 
in practically all matters. How-
ever it is my view that the final 
decision must rest in the hands 
of experienced and qualified peo-
ple. 
(Mr. Dugan's theses were short-
ened extremely. W c are sorry if 
we have offended him. - Ed.) 
Barbara Cohen - Junior Class 
On Leadership: Leadership is a 
quality Which enables a person to 
justly represent_ his constituents. 
But even more than being a good 
1·epresentative, it is important that 
a person be - able to carry forth 
and carry through the ideas and 
wishes of those being represented. 
The Issues: It is important that 
all students become more active 
in student affairs on the college 
campus. A big problem on the 
campus is the fact that so many 
students commute. It is necessary 
to establish more incentive for 
the commuting student to stay on 
campus and participate in special 
events. 
Wa,Jt Checko - At Large 
On Leadership: Leadership is a 
necessary quality that a person 
running for public office must 
on issues, so that no one is left 
in the dark. On a new campus 
such as ours, there are many is-
sues to be tackled, but the most 
important issue is guaranteeing 
that the Student Council is in-
vested with sufficient power to 
carry out its decisions. For with-
out proper means, proper results 
can never come about. By the 
same token .fellow students, with-
out your support, proper represen-
tation can never come into being. 
See you at the coffee hour. 
Jim Alexion - Senior Class 
On Leadership: First of all I 
feel a leader should be a person 
who is able to understand all the 
issues, and be able to bring all 
ideas together to a common goal. 
I also feel experience is of great 
importance in leadership. I have 
been a student at RWC for four 
yeai·s now, and I feel from my 
experience I can add to the gov-
erning of a good college. 
The Issues: First, T feel that 
there is more than one issue at 
RWC. But if there is to be a main 
issue, I would say it is to be com-
munication between students, fac-
ulty, and administrati,on. 
This seems to be my own per-
sonal gripe. I would like to see an 
easy flow of communication be-
Tony Mazza - At Large 
On Leadership: I feel it is to 
inspire people to better them-
selves and to bring out their oest 
qualities. 
On Leadership: Leadership is 
being the sensory faculties for 
those Jed, i.e., their eyes and ears 
to transmit others' though,ts to 
them, and their voice to transmit 
their thoughts to others. 
The Issues: The issue is simple. 
Shall we take the burden of re-
feel and why? How can we com- I sponsibility to the students or 
promise views to satisfy both and shall we leave them to the admin-
The Issues: What do the stu-
dents want? Why do they want 
it? What does the administration 
istration? We >vish to have power; 
to make the school run? Both 
. , therefore, we should not shirk it s~des must respect eaeh others I when it comes. 
views. 
Comments: The only comment 
Comments: I see a need for a I can make is: PLEASE VOTE. 
new vision - that the students The Student. Council is yom· 
and the instructors should ~e ears, eyes, and voice, so find out 
things as they really are - usmg who is running and vote for the 
good old common sense and rea- best candidate. 
soning. For reasoning requires a 
high degree of self-discipline and 
concentration of the ,inte})ectual, 
rather than the much-used emo-
tional impressions of many . . . 
As I see it, the main purpose of 
the Student Council is neither an 
aid to the administratidn nor is it 
an aid or a tool of the students; I 
believe that its purpose is to help 
the College as a whole, in order 
that we may help and that they 
may help. 
Vin<>ent Am:arone - At Large 
On Leadership: A good leader 
should lead without those under 
him aware that he is leading them. 
He should be a catalyst. He should 
initiate activity and interact in 
such a way that those carrying 
Gerald Wilson - At Large 
On Leadership: Leadership is 
the ability of an individual to 
make the right decisions in certain 
situations in the best interest of 
his constituents. I believe that J 
have these necessary abilities to 
represent my constituents as a 
member of the Student Council. 
The Issues: The important is-
sues on the Roger Williams cam-
pus today are student .activities. 
For the first time in the history 
of Roger Williams, students have 
expressed an interest in campus 
activities. They are starting to 
turn out in large numbers for 
school functions. Now, it is time 
(Contimted cm Page 3) 
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Page Two THE QUILL 
EDITORIAL 
Since the second campus of this college 
opened in September, many people have 
hurt. Feelings baYc been divided, organiz-
ations arc thinking 011ly or themselves, and 
the administrations arc confused. The Stu-
dent Advisory Council (SAC) ·which \Vas 
passed to take affect this year has not as 
yet come into being. Hit does, it will alle-
viate many of the problems and hard f cel-
ings found on the campuses. It is time thaL 
we unite, and not be found at each other's 
throats. '\Tith Roger vViJliams graduating 
fourth year seniors for the first time, it 
would be nice to say 'i\'e received bachelor 
degrees from a college. not a battle front. 
No individual can say that problems we 
would have to face this year, were not 
known ahead of time. they were. As early 
as March. 1969, these problems were made 
known to the students, faculty, and ad-
ministration through an editorial in the 
Quill. Som<: problems have been tempor-
arily solved (put off) . others have been 
answered entirely, but lastly new problems 
have been created which no one seems to 
give a -- about. Here is that editorial. 
"·e want. and need some answers. 
.\s the momhs slowly slip by, the 
dreams of RWC, Bristol, R.I. will become 
a reality. As early as 1967 plans for this 
grcaL transplant were made available pub-
lically. The . thought of no downtown traf-
fic, no parking \•iolations. sufficient space 
for acLivitics, and a genuine college atmo-
sphere are cherished. However, with this 
great change comes the hard essential 
truth of possible unrest. 
Unity, apathy, and spirit. the same dull 
words heard over and over again. Words 
of this nature arc 11ot used exclusively by 
the stnderns, but by the faculty and ad-
ministration as well. In what direction will 
it go? There is no escaping the fact that 
this institution has many problems in deal-
ing with its members. Situated in four 
buildings "·ith a total enrollment of four-
teen hundred plus. nothing can be nrn 
that smoothly. Now, despite obYious re-
sentment the entire Liberal Arts Prngram 
is departing from the cherished halls ol 
the YMCA. lea,·ing in its wake a sound 
Buisness and Engineering program. How 
can an institution whose leaders can't satis-
fy studems i11 alJ three programs under 
one roof hope to achieve a beuer union 
when one program transfers to Bristol? 
Should the Bristol college change its name 
and become strickly a Liberal Arts Col-
lege? \\That is the possible answer? If unity 
can not be rectified by having two? Lastly. 
as this situation comes rapidly toward us, 
I wonder if the ad min istra1 ion has given 
it much thought. 
Individual problems this college must 
lace come leaping out. Doctor Gauvey is 
is moving his office to Bristol. How many 
rnorc administrators will g-o with him? 
Bristol will have a Dean of Smdents, a 
Dean of Academic Affairs. a library with 
a fu11 Audio-Visual Department, Admis-
sions Office, Counseling Office. etc. '\'ill 
Providence? Will vacant posilions be filled 
by new people, or will Mr. McKenna be-
come the ne·w Providence Dean of Stu-
dents? Will Mr. Zannini become the new 
Providence .\cademic Dean? \Vhat will 
happe11? From the information given me 
by a member of the administration I have 
learned that the lease this college has with 
the YMCA will end before next Septem-
ber without being renewed. Are two 
churches and the Pine St. building suffi-
cient in handling the influx of new stu-
dents? Is the college purchasing other 
buildings in Providence Lo make up for 
the Y's loss. or is Lhc college figuring that 
more students will enroll in Liberal Arts, 
than Buisncss and Engineering together. 
\Vill the recently appointed Ombuds-
man moYe Lo Bristol, or stay in Provi-
dence? Roth branches of the college will 
need a position like this. After making 
such a fuss over this newly-created posi-
tion, will another person be named? 
Will Providence and Bristol both have 
a Bursars Office, or will students in Bris-
tol have to tra\·el to Providence to pay 
their bills? 
\Vill we finally have two Registrars? 
Maybe Mi-. Nelson. who is busy enough 
now, will run back and forth. Will com-
munication be better with the college split, 
than it has been with us all under one 
roof? How can it? 
'What about the Freshman, Sopho-
more, Junior, and new Senior Classes? At-
tendance at dass-sponsored functions, and 
class mcecings are poor enough now. \Vill 
each class have to have cwo class presidents 
run back and forth? How will students in 
one location know the qualificatiol1S of a 
person running for a posiLion from the 
other? 'Vill elections be held on both cam-
puses? 
What about the Student Council? ·will 
we continue to have one or two? \Vill 
there be a new procedure for elections and 
meetings? 
Co1wocations and college assemblies, 
where? Providence run to Bristol. or vice-
versa? Will two of every club or org·aniza-
1 ion be needed? 
Athletic contests. Basketball still play-
ed a1 Central? Practice time set up for 
everyone's convenience? Likewise for all 
other sports? 
Will the college need two llewspapcrs? 
Or will one be adequate to report about 
both locations? 
In short. what has the college and the 
students done to this point to solve these 
up-coming problems? If anything has been 
done. why have the students not become 
aware of it? Will we be kept in the dark 
till the last minme? Is Bristol Phase II 
supplying all that Phase I lacks? When will 
Providence have a brand new campus of 
their own? 'Will the administration keep 
us in the dark forever, let us know their 
own ideas. or not bother giving these im-
pending problems any thought? 
- Robert N. Waldman 
Editor in Chief 
Letter to the Editor 
Dear EdJtor: 
In rebuttal to Charles Cost's 
article appearing in last week's is-
sue of the Quill. 
I do agree that there is a so-
called Peace Movement but un-
fortunately only a few in the~· 
ranks really know what Vietnam 
is all about, the rest are Com-
munist agitators benl only in dis-
rupting the America way of life. 
Considering that Mr. Nixon was 
elected by the people and thru due 
process of the law, we should 
pledge our full support as citizens 
behind the elected officials and 
their policies. 
:Mr. Cost, do you know how 
many of the Vietnamese civilians 
have been killed by the Viet Cong 
at Hue or during the rocket and 
mortar attacks last year or how 
many adbuctions and assassina-
tions have been carried out by 
these same people. 
It is unfortunate that some of 
our bombs have landed on inno-
cent bystanders, but the Viet Cong 
have also tortured and killed many 
men, women, and children. I can 
see by your standards that it is 
alright for the Viet Cong and the 
N.V.A. to kill innocent people on 
purpose, at least the United States 
does admit to the fact that their 
bombs have fallen on the wrong 
people. 
If Charles Cost and his fellow 
freaks don't like it here in this 
country, why don't you try leav-
ing, for instance, how about 
Russia. 
All I see Mr. Cost and his 
friends doing is protesting. The 
one thing tha t I do not see them 
doing is offering suggestions for 
a better way out of this war. 
To end this Mr. Cost, I offer 
you this suggestion: 
PUT UP OR SHUT UP! 
edward a. skahill 
Dear Editor: 
Pulling our forces out of Viet-
nam is currently the main rallying 
point for many of today's college 
students. But a blight just as hor-
rible and deadly as the Vietnam 
war is taking place this very min-
ute in our own country. This 
blight is called pollution. Its ex-
istence depends upon what action 
our money-hungry industries take 
in finding ways to minimize this 
problem. This pollution of our air 
and of our rivers and lakes can 
be brought under control if these 
industries can tear themselves 
VIEWPOINT 
I must preface this statement by 
saying that I don't know what 
went on at the Harriet Bradford 
Inn. All I have heard is what in-
formation has been passed around 
the campus by various students. 
Some, I know is fact but I am 
afraid a lot of it is rumor. 
I must also say that this is 
definitely not a defense of the . 
Bristol police. l can certainly say 
that the police should have given 
the students a chance to open their 
doors before breaking them down. 
Also it is completely ridiculous to 
bust kids for having perscription 
and various other kinds of legal 
drugs in their rooms. 
We must, however, remember 
that Rhode Island, especially Bris-
tol County, is living in a deathly 
fear of drugs ever since the shoot-
ing in Barrington. Also whether 
you want to admit it or not, the 
truth is still not known about 
drugs. The only factual report on 
pot is still the LaGuardia report, 
which is now several years old. 
Also, I, for one, am sick and 
tired of generalizations such as 
"the Bristol pigs." Sure, maybe 
some of the police in Bristol may 
leave something to be desired, but 
damn it give them a chance. There 
must be some competent people 
on the force. I submit that every 
police officer in this country has 
fallen under the curse of the bad 
police. I would think that every 
student in this school could relate 
to that. Because of lhe actions of 
a few students in America, all stu-
dents, in the eyes of some, are 
complete radical nuts. I think I 
can pretty safely say that you do 
not want to be lumped into that 
category. If you don't like it, don't 
do it to someone else. 
All I am asking is that we, the 
students who were not tlircdly 
involved, wait until all the rn,·ts 
come out before we decide who is 
at fault and hang anyone. 
Like it or not, we are in Bristol, 
and we must try as hard as we 
can to be good town residents. 
Here in conservative Bristol we 
stand for all college students, so 
let's at }(•ast try to give a good 
impression and not condemn the 
whole town because of the poor 
actions of a few policemen. 
Richard L. Wilber 
Tricky Dicky's 
Side Kick 
away from maximizing profits, Well, ladies and gentlemen, Vice 
and concentrate theil· efforts to President Spiro Agnew's name has 
put an end to thl's b~product of finally become a household word. 
our affluent society. Unfortunately, that word cannot 
Many state and federal officials be printed. 
acknowledge that researchers have Recently Spiro T. denounced the 
developed products and processes American Youths who took part 
that effectively treat industrial in the demonstrations against the 
wastes, but because of the vast war in Vietnam. I believe the term 
power our industries hold in their he used was that they were "im-
hands, the government is ca utious pudent snobs." For all who are 
about taking action that would interested, this is not the first 
draw the wrath of the industrial- time people have expressed dis-
ists upon the government. content with a war. There have 
If no action is taken in the near been protests against war ever 
future, the day will soon come since the Uevolutionary War. So I 
when we will not have any clean have just one question to ask Mr. 
water at all. Since our elected of- Agnew: Were the people who pro-
ficials are content to sit on their tested the Revolutionary War also 
collective ass instead of taking "impudent snobs?" Of course this 
action, the· initiative must come question will never be answered, 
from the grass-roots level. It is since it •Nill never reach Mr. Ag-
up to us to make our elected of- new. 
ficials take action. We have to Also Mr. Agnew bas taken it 
show them that big business is upon himself to purge communi-
not the only interest that they cations media. I must admit that 
have to serve. It is time for us television does overly emphasize 
to take action. the student unrest in this country. 
Joe DeAngelis But these arc facts and they must 
Ed. note: Stop smoking, JoC', that's be reported. How could something 
a good start. I SIDEKICK Page 10 
I 
Student Council 
(C'ontinut>d from Page 1) 
for the Student Council to enlarge 
on the number of. activities offered 
the students, since there has been 
a general interest expressed by 
large segments of the student 
body. 
Comments: As a junior, running 
for an at-large scat of the Student 
Council, I have witnessed a Stu-
dent Council that hns been split 
up into political factions for the 
past two years with each group 
working for the welfare of their 
own individual groups. Not that 
I am against lobbies, but I feel 
that there is a point where lob-
bying has to stop, and the Student 
Council problems have to be solved 
in the entire interest <>f the whole 
student body. 
do, you help them toward reach-
ing their spec1fic goals. 
The Issues: Important issues on 
the Roger Williams College cam-
pus today, are curriculum, com-
munication between student-teach-
ers organizations, drugs, the 
arousal of interest in the school 
simply getting involved, not just 
going to class. 
Comment: A Student Council 
should revolve around the entire 
school, not just around its mem-
bers. It should be the voice, ears 
and link of the whole college. 
~fark Bigelow -
So11homore Class Bepresentatlve 
On Leadership: A person who 
is able to present problems that 
are unanswered and to try to 
bring about a reasonable decision 
Nancy Martel - Fre!ihman ' that is acceptable to the majority 
On Leadership: I think good I of the students, as well as the in-
leadership is being available at all terested administration. 
times for people; to help them The issues: What are the issues 
when they want something and to to be tackled? 1) The need for 
try your best in getting issues unanswered questions to be an-
passed. A leader has to be a fol- swered. 2) More concern for the 
lower being open-minded in sug- students' opinions in all administra-
gestions presented. tion decisions. 3) A very definite 
The Issues: School, faculty-stu- lack of communication being made 
THE QUILL 
college student problems, the en-
tire student body voting for offi-
cers. Life can't be controlled by a 
1 chosen few. 
Stephen Allan Mnrtin -
Sophomore Class 
On leadership: I would like to 
think that I am a receptive, re-
sponsible, and sensitive leader who 
is concerned about involving the 
people I am representing on as 
many decisions as possible, in such 
a way as to serve best the college 
community. 
Issues: The potential of student 
governments is in direct relation-
ship to t he amount of student in-
volvement in campus activities. 
with a sincere effort toward in-
creased participation, we can af-
fect the qualitative changes nec-
essary, as well as serve our func-
tion as coordinator of student ac-
tivities. 
Comments: Ideally, our educa-
tors should be "Where it's at," but 
because of alienation and their 
self interest, there is a need for 
student power, or more accurate-
ly, we must play their petty games 
of pressure politics in order to 
balance the scales of power so 
that change for the better can be 
effected. 
dent relations Bristol and Provi- by the administration about their Jerry Baum - Senior Class 
dence campuses, clubs, cxtracur- future. On Leadership: Leadership may 
riculum, government, projects, Comments: I would like to be be depicted in three ways: the 
student apathy. able to find out who to bring our amount of desire, the amount of 
Comments: I feel I am capable problems to (someone who we, ability and the ~ay that the in-
to be a leader especially since ourselves, 1'.eel can help) and to dividual combines the two to con-
fresbmen will be running the present problems to them after I vince his peers of his competence 
school. Training them will help have found out who they are. Al- to hold an elected office. A good 
interest. though "The Quill" is a good leader must have one ear on the 
means of communication, I feel present situation and one on the 
Brian Dennis - Freshmnn that it should not be the only long-range plans of the institution. 
Leadership: Leadership is the means of communication. Why The Issues: As a candidate for 
position of having the influence should we have to find out every- one of the representatives of the 
or authority to make decisions ' thing that is going on from the senior class. I must be concerned 
concerning the people as a whole. newspaper and not from the pea- with the people who have voted 
Ideally, this position is delegated I ple making the decisions them- me into office. I stated in an in-
by the people themselves. "Good" selves. terview two weeks ago in The 
leadership is the ability to make I reaJly feel that the ''talk- Quill that we needed a placement 
benevolent decisions while in the , backs" started in Providence were I service for seniors and now we 
position. The people, then, should a tenific idea, if not always in- : have one. I also stated my posi-
endea\'Or to select their leaders formative. But do we have to tion on the issue of honors for 
with care, assuming that they val- leave something that we have graduation in your major. It is 
ue their own interest. started in Providence. Why not now in committee. I do not mean 
The Issues: With the power carry our ideas to Bristol with us? to infer that a senior representa-
structurc in its infancy, who will A new campus doesn't make a tive must be void to the issues of 
emerge as the domineering influ- good college. It takes a lot of pco- the school as a whole, but I do 
ence? The faculty is currently pie working together for a com- mean that he must be receptive to 
jockeying to gain power; the ad- man cause: "The Best Interests of the wants, needs, and complaint~ 
ministration is seeking to "pre- RWC and its Future." of his classmates for they arc t he 
serve" power. My point of view E 1 F 'D~A.. At L ones who put him in office to . . ar ' · ~er - arge is simple. The students should In thi f St d t C .1 represent them. b · f ti · 1 h.l s case o u en ounc1 gra a piece o us ca <e w 1 e t t' f th t d t Comments· Roger Williams Col-
. represcn a 10n, or e s ·u en • · 
it lasts. . . . body at large, leadership actually lege should have a greater variety 
Comments: I feel that 1t JS m h Id t t" Th of 3·unior and senior seminars for s ou mean represen a 10n. e the students' interests to have a 
significant or considerable amount 
of say in school policy. 
l\fari:mn Henderson 
representative should ·be constant- independent study. I can't agree 
ly in contact '"ith as many stu- that ~he dean or w~oe~e~ w~s r?-
dents as possible and as a senior spons1b~e. had any Justification 1~ 
math major, fine arts minor, and prolonging the Student Council 
member of the chorus drama club elections. You can't force involve- I 
The Quill, bridge cl~b and dab~ ment, it comes from within. 
bier in many other things I might 
come close to qualifying. 
How The Adm. 
Views The Potential 
Dr. Long: 
Although Dr. Long recognizes 
that the student government must 
deal with the matters of allocat-
ing funds and writing constitu-
tions, etc., he sees also a grentcr 
role for the student go\'ernmcnt 
at least here at Bristol. 
Dr. Long sees on this campus 
many nexus points of communica-
tion to which there are many 
channels from which information 
can be disseminated. The student 
council, in his opinion is one 
of, if not the most important of 
these nexus points. Especially 
here, since we have the different 
faculty committees with stud<'nt 
participation. 
The potential of any government 
that can really keep its electorate 
informed, as could be the case 
here at Bristol if this intricate 
pattern of communications chan-
nels can, in fact, be functionally 
implemented, is of course unlim-
ited. In short, Dr. Long said that 
there are a great many tasks to 
be do.ne, and will be done. It is 
up to students as to whether they 
choose to make contributions or 
not. The opportunity is there. 
Dr. Goldberg: 
Dr. Goldberg, as Dean of Stu-
dents, is the administrator most 
directly related to the student 
government. He feels that the up-
coming body will have a challc>ng-
ing tasl< in attempting to find 
their place in the functioning of 
the college, because of the differ-
ent faculty-student committees. 
The matter of allocating funds 
insuring that positive use is made 
of the students• activity fees, is 
not a task to be considered light-
ly, for Dean Goldberg. He does 
emphasize creativity and innova-
tion in this area, for example, 
the student government might 
consider retaining legal advisors 
for criminal matters (Harriet 
Bradford incident) or for such 
things as draft counseling. 
The spirit of innovation is most 
important to Dean Goldberg. To 
raise questions, experiment, set 
new goals, establish substantive 
purposes. He also has opened th<' 




All seniors on the Bristol 
Campus were mailed a ques-
tionnaire. If you did not re-
ceive your copy you, ma:lr" pick 
one up at the Dean of Students 
Office. T he information r<'-
ceived \\ill give form to the 
Page Three 
An lnter\>iew With 
Jim Maguire 
It's a long way from the Penn-
sylvania Boys Club Ping-Pong 
Championship to the pas de denx 
class at Rhode Island State Bal-
let, but it's a trip that sophomore 
Jim McGuire has made with com-
parative ease. "My wife was tak-
ing lessons," began the twenty-
~ix-year-old psychology - biology 
major, "and I decided to try bal-
let myself. I thought it might help 
me in soccer." Maguire, captain 
and co-founder of the Roger Wil-
liams soccer team, soon discov-
<'rcd that ballet as practiced by 
the Rhode Island State company 
was no joking matter. "Dance ex-
ercises are more demanding than 
in any sport I've ever played. 
You're forced to exercise muscles 
that just don't normally get de-
veloped." Considering a weekly 
schedule that includes three hours 
of classes, approximately eight 
hours of rehearsal and five hours 
of home practice few would be 
willing to argue with ~Maguire. 
Jim joined the Boys Prep only 
eight months ago yet he danced 
his first principal role as Hilarion 
in Oiselle on the basis of rapidly 
developing abilities. He credits 
Rhode Island State Ballet Direc-
tor Myles Marsden with much of 
this success. "He's a disciplinar-
ian and a demanding teacher, as 
exacting as almost any athletic 
coach I've ever worked with." 
Maguire notes that his fellow 
prep members at the company are 
always interested in how he fared 
at soccer matches but express less 
curiosity in the team itself. Like-
wise his soccer teammates have 
made a few "good-natured" jokes 
about their captain's avocation. 
"Ballet is different but I don't do 
it for that reason alone. Whatever 
I do, I try to do my best and bal-
let is no except ion." Jim plans to 
continue his classes and looks for-
ward to dancing other roles in-
cluding participation in a forth-
coming ballet demonstration \vith 
the Rhode Island State Ballet at 
Roger Williams, December 12 at 
8:00 p.m. 
On Leadership: Leadership is 
standing on your own two feet, 
when you believe you're right and 
defending yourself. ·It's the ability 
to act, direct, and lead the stu-
dent body, to t·cpresent them in 
the best way you know how. A 
leader should always be open to 
suggestions and accept them will-
ingly and enthusiastically. 
The issues happen to be so nu-
merous and so vast that we must 
take first things first. This school 
is converting in front of our very 
eyes from a completely commu-
ter school to a partially live-in 
school. On campus student activ-
ities have to be established for all. 
Also a communication's system 
must be established. People who 
not only act but act fast are of a 
necessity. 
Roger Williams 
services which the college will 
attempt to render. Do tw·n in 
'
1 your completed questionnaire. 
Although Maguire maintains 
01ie of the tightest schedules im-
aginable he wants to take on new 
arC'as. "I'm interested in forming 
a ballet club here on the campus. 
No background is required and 
instructors will be furnished." 
Anyone interested in joining such 
a group should contact Jim Ma-
guire through The Quill office. Re-
g.u·dless of interest in dancing as 
a hobby or an income, no Roger 
Williams student should miss this 
opportunity to learn something 
new and physically beneficial If 
you want to see what it's like 
first, come to the Rhode Island 
State Ballet's demonstration at 
the Bristol campus. If you can't 
be n ping-pong champion there's 
always room in the pas de deox 
class. 
The Issues: The issues which 
are brought up by the students 
and the faculty arc the ones we 
must concern ourselves with. Such 
as the curriculum, studies, inter-
ests of the students in various ac-
tivities, school spirit, etc. 
Comments: I'd like very much 
to be a part of the student gov-
ernment and do my best for RWC. 
I have a little bnckgrouncl in Stu-
dent Council which I hope might 
help me. 
Kathleen l\fartinelll 
On Leadership: Leadership 
means guiding, not dictating. In-
-stead of telling people what to 
Bob Leaver-
Student Gov't - Senior Class 
What do you think good lead-
ership is?: There is a task before 
us:- it matters not who leads it, 
but only that it be accomplished. 
Issues: We have to generate a 
feeling, create an. impression of 
life, develop a body of people in 
unity. What is needed? A student 
advisory council to deal with all , 
College "Bowl"! 
What about it? Could this mean 
RWC students on TV? Or could it 
mean a football team at RWC? 
Neither of these arc bad ideas 
but not exactly what I had in 
mind. How about a RWC bowling 
team? It would give the guys and 
their chicks a chance to get to-
gether and also a chance to get 
rid of the boredom they are ex-
periencing. Liven up, come alive, 
do like the song says, "Come to-
gether, right now," and show some 
RWC Spirit!! A new event which 
might even prove to be a great 
success. Show some interest and 
give your opinion(s) to the pa-
per, The Qom. Do it now!! 
Bob Bromback 
Feature News Staff 
Courtesy to Students 
It anyone gets stuck this win-
ter, feel free to go over to the boil-
er room at the Physical Plant De-
partment to use a spare booster 




Say It With Flowers - Say It With Ours 
Ralph J. DeFelice 
271 WOOD STREET BRISTOL, R. I. 02809 
.Page Four THE QUILL 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR I both campuses, as they are, but under the direction of a single 
staff. Would it be plausible fur 
faculty and/or courses to relocate 
after a time, switching from one 
campus to another? 
Editor : Ily reporting all the news you tunities that are resulting and will I we are not a weaker nation for 
If thoughts were letters this merely meet your responsibility to continue to result from such diver- having fifty states. 
would simply be the latest in a the college community; by seeking sity? Constant identification of It would be much more bene-
series of weekly communications out, selecting, always with truth and reference to a new form of ficial to minimize the influence 
from a fonner participant in your as thr object. perhaps even by divisiveness seems to appear fre- of whatC'\'C'r apathy and dh·isivc-
lively experiment. So often have generating newsworthy articles, quently in T IM' Quill. Certainly we ness arc currently present by en-
1 assembled in my mind a letter and by locating them strategically, learn from William Whyte's study I couraging those who arc inclined 
to T h e Quill and then either dis- you would be serving the above- of Park Forest, Illinois that of 10 criticize the ohvious to seek 
missed it as premature or simply mentioned ends of developing the the many factors influencing so- out ways to contribute to the life 
Jet it expire. First then, let me paper's character and strengthen-, cial organization and cohesiveness, of Roger Williams College. Time 
congratulate you on your two new ing your position. Not only could I neamess, or proximity is one. could he more profitahly spent in-
campuses, for both share this the paper strengthl'n its own in- From Gordon Allport's classic troducing meaningful C>.."Jlcriences 
quality in n sense; and also, thank ner fabric but the very delicate s tudy on prejudice we learn that to the college community. Cohc-
you for faithfully mailing Th e and embryonic philosophy, which contact and acquaintance arc not s ivcness between Bristol and Prov-
Quill to me. It has been a main has always been present, will be always factors that lead to cohc- idence might be increased by hav-
source of contact and has provided developed, reinforced, and s tabil- sion. But just as mere cont act or ing QuHI reporters nnd offices on 
me with much information on the ized. The value of this will he mere proximity arc not enough 
Along with these expressions of 
concern for the success of Rog<'r 
Williams Coll<'ge go my very 
warm wishes for a continued 
growth in a direction that druws 
inspiration from the college's 
namesake. I close then with a 
statement of my admiration for a 
job being done well. Breathe easy 
and deep for this distance is great 
and the talent unlimited. 
Sincerely, 
PC'ter Matwijcuw 
growth and development of Roger that youl' influence on the col- tu unify a group, so also physical 
Williams College. But it has also lege will be an interacting one, di~tance should not be enough to 
been a source of growing .concern in that each will help develop aml cause divisivmess. Certainly the 
in two areas whicb I feel arc \vor- support an evolving identity. Yout· college community must have 
thy of comment at this time. belief will be such that questions been a\o,,·are that a campus in Rris-
Th e Qulll deserves to be com- of editors resigning undel' pres-
1
' tol an<l a campus in Providence 
plimented on the general djrec- sure from readers nccd not ari~ could bring on di\'isiveness, yet 
tion it has pursued since its incep- again. Incidentally, an opinfon like why djd they go ahead with a mul-
tion, namely that the paper has I he one expressed by Professor ti-campus plan'! And why do the 
expanded in many ways and subse- Porter at that critical moment, ga<lflies choose to emphasi7.e this 
quently been in harmony with the results once again in a strength- most obvious and super(icial 
general movement of the college. cning your position. point? There simply are stronger, 
Although the handicap of inade- Your selection of and emphasis unifying elements, o\•er-riding con-
quate office space and all its re- on meaningful news concerning1 siderations, you may say, that 
lated problems have yt>t to be Roger Williams C1>1lcge will ulso should find strength in diversity. 
worked out, you have ncverthe- discourage the all too frequent Should the advantages of a cam-
less managed to carry off the spir- mention of student apathy. pus in the city as well as a re-
It of the thing by expanding cov- Can any attitude already be so treat in the suburbs not be more 
erage, length, and fl'f'Quency of firmly established at a school so of an opportunity for .increased 
publication. T also sense a gain in young? Constant identification, expression of diverse activities 
responsib ility and purpost'. That vcl'bulization, and criticism on the rather than cause for n la1·m? 
the paper is to be prinled each part oC the College's sclf-appointed Would a Roger Williams College, 
Monday from now on is then not gadflies only serve to reinforce Paris, France be a threat to the 
only a step in the r ight direction a feeling that may not be pres- unity of Roger Williams College, 
so much as it is an important ent, or if present, may not be as Bristol or Providence? Would a 
Open Letter To The 
P'rovidence Administration 
A number of wl'cks ago the wcek. The distinguished Editor of 
Providence Campus students were the Qom could not obtain admit-
informl'cl that cards were being tance to this meeting. The reason 
mailed to them by thC'ir faculty that the Editor wanted to be ad-
advisors, sctling appointments and mitted to this meeting was to re-
times for student coun~eling. port to the students, through the 
As of this writing many stu- Quill, what thf' faculty had to clis-
dents, including the writer, have cuss. It appears that t he faculty 
not rcceivrd t heir cards. WH Y? wishes to leave the students un-
T he answer· to this question still aware of certain issues or dis-
remains unanswered. agreements \Vith the top adminis-
Is it because t he Providence trators of this college. 
Campus faculty cannot take on If any of the faculty or admin-
the responsibility of mailing a istrators \vish to answer any of 
group of cards? Is it possible that these questions, please write your 
the faculty does not want to offer answers on a postcard and send 
their advisory services to the stu- it to: 
dents? Or is it possibll' that the 
Providence Campus faculty is di-
vided amongst thf'rnsclvcs? j 
These questions cannot be ans-
Roger Williams College 
266 Pine Street 
c/o The QuiJJ 
Providence, R. 1. 02903 
Jim Chase 
Lay-out Editor 
reality with immediate consequen- universal among the students and 
ces. My reaction will be somewhat faculty as one would conclude 
uneasy if this will mean mol'e fre- from its constant mention. The 
quent reminders of campus apa- apathy that exists may only ex-
t hy, however. Will a weekly issue ist by default; wiJJ spread and I 1, ·• 
satellite campus in Australia, fo1· 
example, weaken the purpose of 
Roger Williams College? Surely 
wered due to t he fact of the TOP 
SECRET facul ty meeting held last 
of The Quill continue to empha- envelop the campus only if it is 
size and consequently reinforce an given room to grow. Roger Wil-
evolving divisiveness between Iiams College still hus the beauty 
Bristol ancl Providence, which at of freedom to develop in many 
best might only be a weak hypo- ways, It is this freedom to grow, 
thetical construct? and frC<'dom from premature 
Truly interesting articles have judgments, that should be com-
appeared in the past, such as bined with a kintl of patience that 
"Give Peare a Chance,'' "Talk allows students who have pl'cvi-
Back," "DeSimone Sp<•aks . . .," uusly, antl so often, been turned 
"Dick Gregory ... ," "Quill Inter- off by formal education time to 
views Chafec ... " But, too frc- adjust to the VC'rstandig's, the 
quently "Parking Announce- Hebert's, and the Walsh's, etc. 
ments . . ." "Student Elections Hence, apathy may only be the 
Pr()cedures," and "Why Arc You hasty m is labelled state of shock 
Apathetic," ar1icles find their way representing an emergency real-
to strategic places in the paper. ization that education does con-
While this might indicatc a prop- tain people who h:n•e much to 
er journalistic concern on the part say, and furthermore can make 
of Quill editors for complete cov- their statements in a stimulating 
erage, yet nt the same time com- way. 
prehensivf'nC'sS. selectivity and lo- If there is s t l11 spnec for, and 
cation of news might be areas interest in a finnl comment, I 
wherein T ht> Quill could not only would like to remark on another 
demonstrate its importance to the idea commonly found in The Quill. 
r espective campuses as a unifying The vision and skill of your prcsi-
element, but also further develop dent wcrc matchl'd only by thC' 
its own character. anticipation and need for a new 
Suppression, you know, is not campus. I well remember tl;>0se 
always deleterious, for sometimes classes under the shadow of the 
a discerning person can squelch a Rolo Jcv.·elry Company, and the 
harmful half truth before it be- "Y,'' where much lcurning never-
comes an unhealthy rcalliy by thelcss took pla<'e, oftentimes in I 
nM giving it much attention. T his. spite of, rather than bC'cause of 
of course, is only one or many, the physical plant. This was be-
ancl probably the simplest thing, causc there were people who real-
at that, to do to keep an unnec- ' ized that the higher pl'iority was 
essary situation from dPvcloping. one of l<'arning and who chose to 
But it is a start and hopefully in emphasize that over the immedi-
this case, will suffice. Let pru- ate limitations nf 1 he environ-
dence be your guide and even the ment. These wcr<' the J><'Ople who 
technjque of suppression can ulti- controlled and rose alxwe their 
mately yield a long range gain. environment to r<>alizC' a greater 
But you arc also like a mirror and gain; and these will be the people I 
the image which you reflect not I who unite Bristol and Providence. 
only should be aceurat<' but the These will be the pl'oplc who will 
specific dPtails in your reflection nip any apathy in the bud. I 
It ®lht 1J1rat i;nuse 
,.. 
Come meel 'lour :J.rienJ,i 
during- .J.Japp'f .J.Jour 
::bail'! iii 8 p.m. 
LIVE ENTERT AIXMENT N IGHT LY 
ODYSEY DEC. I thrn DEC. 8 
FOOD SER'VED 
... 
L ADIES N IGH T - MONDAY and '\7EDNESDAY 
67 Woonasquatucket Avenue 
North Providence, R .I. 
Tel. 353-9878 should be chosen so as to permit But now that the new campus 
readers to envision truth, regard- in Bristol is a reality, is it not 
~ss~lliepu~~arfu~L lpm~~~~~M~the~po~ll~========================================~ 
Sears Foundation Gives To "Plastic Globe" 
On Friday, November 21 at gram, The Sears Foundation will 
a meeting attended by Dean Long, invest more that $700.00 in vari-
Mr. White and Robert Waldman, , ous student financial aid and other 
Quill Editor-in-Chief, the Sears- educational programs. This will 
Roebuck Foundation presented the bring higher education expendi-
C'ollege ,,.;th an unresh•icted libr- tures by The Sc>ars-Roebuck 
ary grant for $300.00. Foundation to more that $2,255, 
More than 119 colleges and uni- 000 in 1969. 
versities in New Erigland received Linda Falcone 
grants totaling $15,200.00. In Feature News Editor 
Rhode Island the following col-
leges and universities received 
grants: Barrington College, Brown 
University, Bryant College, Provi-
dence Coll<'gc, Rhocic Tsland 
School of Design, Roger Williams I 
College and Salve Regina Colll'ge. 
Donald J. Stewart, Local Repre-
sentative of the FoundatiotJ, said 
that these library grant" arc de-
signed to supplement the normal 
book acquisition budgets of the 
participating institutions. 
In addition to its grand pro-
If you are a student who will be living in the 
Dorm, but are not living in the places provided 
by the College, please call Dean Harris at 255-
2151 - IT IS IMPORTANT! 
FOR SALE 
AKAi TAPE RECORDER 
with Speakers 
1969 Model 
Contact PAUL CARDOZA 
331 -8406 or Call 751-0984 
THANK YOU, ANNE CALDARELLA AND 
"THANKSGIVING HAPPENING" GROUP 
The "THANKSGIVING HAPPENING" gave to Bristol 
campus that great sense of "community". It was an exciting 
thing! It also provided proof that the dreams and enthusi-
asm of one person can and do make a difference. 
8 L. J. CARRE I RO, Realtor 
611 Wood St. <Near Bay View Ave.) 253-9200 
JO'S GIFT SHOPPE 
Gifts of Distinction 
575 HOPE ST. 




& GREETING CARDS 
IT'S ALGER'S 
444 Hope St. 
Bristol, R. I. 
BUFFINGTON'S PHARMACY 
FOR All YOUR PERSONAL NEEDS 
458 Hope St. Bristol, R. I. 
Telephone 253-6555 
. 
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ATTACK ON A CITADEL I \\ · but man Created Saturday Night" 
Law, order, probable cause, It is often said society arrives 1·ights- Women's Suffrage !A 
search and seizure. These ab- late. Soc-iety, in that case, could Woman's Work is Never Done.) 
stract terms, combine to formu- never possibly comprehend what Soon after, the stock market 
late Saturday morning at the Har- goes on before a first production. crao:;hes the depression sets in, and 
rict Bradford. Blanket Student Finding himself suddenly caught I the need for a "modern day rob in-
Arrests, Large t1uantities of aspirin up in a dizzy hypo-hassle, an early hood" is obvious. F.D.R. is elected, 
and vitamins taken for e\'idC'nce, arriYer hardly knows which way the> six day week is ended, and 
flashlights seen in the dead of to turn. An energetic few seem to women receive their equality. 
night. Laws of the State arc justi- be into everything a1 once: they Now that Saturday night is t heir 
fiably enforced but where is the arc forever every where busying own, no one knows exactly what 
justice \\.ith which to regula1c the themselves \\.ith small essentials: to do with it. Aha? But one smart 
1'.'nforcement of such laws? selling tickets, waiting on tables. lad has the solution. BOOZE; This 
Perry Fran17:man prepa1·ing coffee, taping cords to noticeable comment on society, 
the floor, etc. The unidentified in- ending in the dN1th of one cel<'-
dividuals back stage arc certainly brnnt, precedes what I feel is an 
IMPORTANT OPEN 
QUILL MEETING 
MON., DEC. 1st 
6:45 P. M . 





3:30 and 8:00 p.m. 
DECEMBER 3rd 
LECTURE ROOM 1 
to be commended for their excep- CXC'eptionally beautiful duet sung 
tional and successful effort. hy Bruce Kittell and Lorie Sliver. 
Upon entering rooms 37 and 42, It shall also be mentioned here 
cleverly disguished as a Green\\-ich that Karen Fennessey did an ex-
Vi!Jage Coffee House, one is greet- cellent job in her role as Ester. 
ed by excellent music provided by Eventually the boss, who was onC'e 
Tom Greenwood and Mike the worker, wishes t hings would 
Dumphy. Onre seated the orders revert to old standards, the clergy. 
are taken and delivered, conversa- who needs people to attend ser-
tion ends, and the first Drama vices. realizes t hat now that 
Club presentation of the year; everyone has what they want they 
"God Created Heaven and Earth, have no use for God; the politi-
but Man Created Saturday Night," C'ians who have already granted 
1.Jegins. the poor's wishes, finds no unde· 
The first few scenes bring about livered promises to guarantee him 
a series of complaints. Wishing re-eleC'tion. This well done musical 
for a "day to themselves" the men ends with a prayer, "What the 
plan a strike against the manage- Lord giveth let the Lord taketh 
ment. In the same respect the I Away." "An1en." 
women decide to march for their Sheila McHugh 
THE BRISTOL "17" 
Need Contributions 
To Help Pay for Their Trial 
Please leave in Quill Office 
in Sealed Envelope. 
SENIOR CLASS 
MEETING 
WED.. DEC. 3, 1969 
1 :00 P.M. 


















Fe Fi Fo Fum Boris 
You wanna quit dancing and play some ball! 
./ 
You wanna sto1> messing with the copter guys'? 
Page Seven 
Who wants to l>la.y a gold post? 
Little Big Horn's not the same nowadays 
,.. . 
And now dittct from Cranston En.st. Ask who'? 
Page Eight THE QUILL 
Dateline: Hawks VIEWPOINT Go Greek Big Bromley I ls Marriage Dead? 
Deoomber 1 - 8:00 p.m. As the Quill expands at monu-
Hoelrny game with Hawthorhe mental figures, it would be appro-
at Antrim, New Hampshire. priate to suggest something which 
December 2 - 11:00 a .m. could not have been suggested one 
Business Club meeting in P-2 - year ago. As a former editor of 
Members are urged to attend. the Roger Williams College 
December 8 - 8:00 p.m. · "Quill", it is my distinct privilege 
Hockey game with Nichols at to discuss its future with my fel-
St. George's, Middletown low students. The Quill staff ap-
December 4 - li :00 a.m. parently seems anxious to devour 
Business club has Attorney Gen- editorials in mass quantities. If 
eral DeSimone as their guest the "Quill" is prepared to be a re-
speaker in Rhode Island Room sponsible newspaper (dedicated to 
in the YMCA. the cause of freedom and justice, 
December 4 - 7:00 p.m. and a hardy life for all) it now 
Football club meeting in Provi- seems fitting to unveil a proposal 
dence Student Union. All inter- to the editor of the Quill. 
ested attend. Today, the news media receives 
December 5 - 7 :SO J>.m. - ct:iticism from all realms of so-
12 :SO a.m. ciety. A newspape1·'s function is to 
Open College Mixer in the Gar- report, as objectively as possible, 
den Room at the Sheraton- the news of the day. Editorializing 
Biltmore by the. Freshman Class. on issues, as important as they 
December 6 - 8:00 p.m. appear, seems an appropriate 
Basketball game \vith New York classification identified as "Let-
Tech at Westbury, L. I. ters to the iEditor." My revelation 
December 6 - 8:00 p.m. (which is neither new nor unique) 
Hockey game with Bentley at involves editorializing certain is-
Lawrence, Mass. sues involving the students emo-
De-0ember 7 - 5:80 a.m. tional feelings (for or against a 
Ski club trip to Big Bromley, certain issue or academic problem 
bus leaves at 5:30 from ~he of the day.) It should be noted 
Providence Student Union park- that two students who oppose one 
ing lot. another in viewpoint, need not 
December 10 - 12:30 p.m. necessarily fear the possibility of 
Bridge club meeting in Large repercussions from fellow stu-
Lecture Hall 1 (Bristol Cam- dents, for I can visualize no better 
pus.) a presentation on one's logic. In 
December 10 - 8:00 p.m. conclusion, it would be appropriate 
Basketball game with Haw- to structure a feeble diagram of 
thore at Antrim, New Hamp- my proposal. 
shire. Issue Involved 
December 10 - 1(1:00 p.m. Student A Student B 
Hockey game with New Hamp-
shire College at Manchester, 
New Hampshire. 
December 11 - 11:00 a.m. 
Christmas Party for the Elderly 
at Lee Ann Nursing Home (by 
the Business Club.) 
Decembe.r 12 - 8:00 p.m. 
College Mixer at Johnson's 
Humocks by Kappa Phi. 
Decen1ber 12 - 7:30 p.m. 
Basketball game with Curry at 
Milton, Mass. 
n 'ecmeber 18 - 8:00 p;m. 
Basketball game with Gordon 
at Wenham, Mass. 
December 15 - 8:00 }>.m. 
Basketball game with New 
Hampshire College at Bristol 
Campi.is. 
December 16 - 7 :30 p.m. 
Ski club meeting at the Provi-
dence Student Union. 
December 17 - 8:00 p.m. 
Basketball game with Belknap 
at Bristol. 











NOTE: If such a systematic 
change should take place within 
the Quill's structured presenta-
tion, it would be favorable to 
involve faculty members as well 
as administrative personnel. For 
example, an administrative auth-
ority would possibly oppose a stu-





Sergeant Philip E. Amaral, 
USAF, who is an Air Force 
Re.cruiting Representative, will 
be on the Bristol Campus, on 
Monday, December fifteenth. 
He has information and ans-
wers on careers for both men 
and women who will earn their 
baccalaureate next June. 
Kappa Phi would like to an- December 7, a day of Infamy 
nounce that contrary to popular but also the day we make our 
opinion fraternities are not declin- first sojourn to Big Ski Country. 
ing or dying out, in fact brother- The RWC Ski Club has laid the 
hood is growing stronger. This :fiilal plans for a one day trip to 
fact can be seen by the increased Big Bromley Ski Area in Man-
participation and furor in fra- chester, Vermont. Big Bromley 
ternal functions. An example of opened their lifts dn Turkey Day 
this was the success of the inter- and has guaranteed us the neces-
fraternity football game between sary white stuff (acts of God per-
Kappa Phi and Phi Alpha Epsilon mitting). Transportation will be 
which was enjoyed by all who provided for al! who wish to get 
took part despite the rain and out there and get it on. Arrange-
cold. Incidently despite Phi AE's ments are being made for mem-
valiant effort they were beaten bers of the Club to take Group 
42 to &. Lessons in the morning (for those 
The brothers would like to con- who desire it) and explore the 
gratulate our new members, Rich- trails the rest of the day. Anyone 
ard Burns, Tony LaBassi, John and everyone is eligible to come 
Pepin and Tony Paierpapolli, who along and ski with us. Seats on 
courageously survived our tenth the chartered bus will go to Club 
annual Hell Night. members first and then to those 
Friday night, November 28 who sign up in advance. The over-
there will be the traditional party flow will be accommodated in car 
for the pledges. Then on Decem- pools. 
ber 12 the Kappa Phi Will spon- For those who are unfamiliar 
sor a giant college mixer at with mountain $kiing, here's an 
Johnsons Hummocks in Provi- idea of the expense. Rent ski's 
ence. Playi11g will be one of R. I. boots and poles : $3.50 in pour 
top groups "The Lovin' Kynd", the local R. I. ski shop. All·day, all-
dance will be MC'd by Bob De- lift _ticket; $10.00, half-day tickets 
Carlo of WICE. It is guaranteed are also available. Transportation 
to be one of the ''biggest" of the is provided by the Ski Club and 
school year, so don't miss it! the only other expense is food 
Peter Holden and drink. Most people prefer a 
Secretary picnic lunch (with a nice Chablis 
Lo-cal Acid 
Welcome to the world, students! 
It's there just waiting for you. 
But first, you have to pay your 
dues. Like, obey the rilles (im-
portant~.· Rules include big things 
like goilig up the back stairs in-
stead of the front stairs and rules 
include little things like taking 
the required courses and not com-
plaining about an unfair ~de. 
(if half the class flunks you must 
be half stupid). The school knows 
what's good for you. You only 
paid your money to go to school, 
not to run it, remember? So OK, 
obey. 
When you get out of school, 
there are a few other dues wait-
ing to be paid - like the Army 
that will send you to Vietnam to 
protect the Vietnamese from the 
Vietnamese. (Shoot 'em up) It's 
your .p~triotic duty, remember? So 
OK, obey. 
or Rose') or you can buy chow 
in the Slope's Cafeteria. If you 
are interested in group lessons by 
USSA certified instructors, the 
rate is. $5.50 for a two-hour lesson 
in either the morning or after-
noon. The lifts are open from 
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. so the bus 
will be leaving accordingly. 
To sign up for the trip, in Prov-
idence, see either Dennis Correia 
(Pres.) or Paul Ruggieri (Treas.) 
and in Bristol see Joe Canning 
(Vice Pres.) or B1'UCe Johnson 
(Acting Secretary). 
For more information, either 
see them or watch your local Bul-
letin Board. We'll get an early 
start Sunday morning (5:30 a.m. 
from Providence student parking 
lot) and you just may be home in 
time to crack a book Sunday 
night. 
Here's your chance to try ski-
ing with some other apprehensive 
beginners under ideal conditions 
and spend a great Sunday in addi-
tion. Any student .of RWC may 
bring one guest or sponsor them 
as an Associate member in the 
club. Non-club members must pay 
$3.00 for the bus. 
li>now bunnies or. Pr~. we aim 
to please. Come on alo11g and we'll 
have a blast. 
Marriage, the keystone of A-
merican society is showing severe 
signs of decay. The mortar erodes 
more with every yearly increase in 
the divorce rate. The increase is 
swelled by the enormous number 
of unhappy pairs who, due to 
social and religlous conventions 
have rushed into unwise marri-
ages. For every couple who goes 
through the hell divorce courts 
offers, there are, no doubt, many 
more whose personal code of 
ethics or state of finances pte-
clude the option of divorce. 
How many divorces would have 
taken place if alimony, children, 
a11d social disapproval were not 
factors to be considered? How 
many, if divorce could be obtained 
with the same ease as marriage, 
instead of a tangle of red tape in 
which the only one to emerge 
successful is the divorce lawyer? 
Certainly something is wrong 
when what should be a most joy-
ful union is oppressive to so many. 
Perhaps the reason that this type 
of thing is happening is that pre-
valent dating customs do not allow 
potential mates to know each 
other well enough to intelligently 
evaluate one another. The farther 
a couple gets beyond hand-holding, 
the more society frow11s. How in 
Gods name can you decide that a 
woman Will make a good wife 011 
the grounds of witty conversation 
over <;_ocktails or a great game of 
tennis? 
The only reasonable answer for 
many is a trial marriage. An ex-
tralegal reality, practiced by large 
numbers of young people across 
the country. The tri.al maniage is 
one of the most valid attempts to 
form a satisfactory bond before 
the rn.arriage takes place. In this 
modern age, with the advent of 
contraception, it seems to be the 
only way that pair can discover 
dissatisfaction with each other 
and part without damaging any-
thing other than, perhaps, their 
own emotions. 
The reason that such relation-
ships are not more accepted by 
society-at-large is a tower of reli-
gious bans and archaic laws dating 
from the "good old days" at Ply-
mouth and Salem. If in this day of 
individual freedom, old mores do 
not apply to modern times, why 
should individuals be forced to 
conform to them? 
It appears that basic changes 
are taking place in our entire 
social structure. If you feel bound 
by the traditions and religion of 
your heritage then dance to the 
beat of' your own drum, but don't 
deny the existence of another's 
Hockey Game with R.l.S.D. at 
BroWll. 
Men are needed for pilot and 
navigator appliants. Women 
are in line for posts of profes-
sional responsibility as commis-
sioned officers. 
Be brave, clean, honest and 
true, to yourself, your country, 
and the red, while, and blue. 
(Thank you, Mr. Agnew) Above 
all, don't mess with voting, booze, 
or pot. (Always smile at the man 
in blue, no matter what he do 
to you.) 
Follow this tested advice and 
before you know it, your dues will 
be all paid up and you will be a 
fully accredited member of Amer-
ican society, shelling out payments 
on the house, the car, the furni-
ture, the insurance, etc., etc. Wel-
come, plastic world. 
Wiley Coyote I way. 
December 20 - 6:00 p.m. 
Hockey Game with R.I.J.C. at 
BroWJ1. 
Business Club News 
A special meeting was held 
on Tuesday, November 25 at 
11 :00 A.M. in room P-2. Plans 
were discussed for the Christmas 
Party the club is sponsoring for 
the elderly at the Lee Ann Nurs-
ing Home on Thursday, Decem-
ber 11, at 11 :00 a.m. 
On Thur'Sday, December 4, at 
11:00 A.M. the club is having as 
their guest speaker The Honor-
able Attorney General Mr. Her-
bert F. DeSimone in the Rhode 
Island Room of the YMCA build-
ing. 
The Business Club's next special 
·activity will be a visit to the New 
York Stock Exchange. 
Here is a type of placement 
Which offers job satisfaction, 
prestige and varied social life. 
ATTENTION: ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
The recent drug raids at one of our housing units has made 
this memo necessary, 
Please be advised that we have been appraised of the facts 
that our campus is not immune from further police raids. This 
includes all room and locations on the campus as well as the 
residences in which our students are housed. 
The cam1ms is not a sunetua.ry from local law enforcement 
agencies. 
As long as the police are able to obtain search warrants on 
the'basis of information supplied by informants, it is impossible 
to guarantee that similar lJOlice action will not re-occur. 
You would be well advised to take Immediate note of this 
situation for the protection of all concerned. 
Dr. Robert S. Long, Dean of the College 
Dr. Leonard S. Goldberg, Dean of Students 
THE WAGON WHEEL 
1 STATE STREET, BRISTOL 
"' 
Presents 
The Ricky Carr Corp. 
Welcome Female Dorm Residents 
No Cover Charge For Ladies Thursday Night 
THE QUILL 
The Envoy Is Coming 
Tired of rejection slips from 
Evergreen Review and other lit-
Strai9ht aAJheaJ 
erary mag~zi~es? Like to write I b~· gary aldric'h 
or be creative m a mag that really I This is a short summation and 
cares about. you.? Well, gu~ss. quickie review (by letter gradeJ 
what. There 1s a hterary mag hke . f of the albums I heard 
th d . , . t b h o some at, an it s gomg 0 e ere, ·over the course of the summer. 
too. Some people may not totally agree 
To get down to facts and ex- with everything that I'll say here, 
position, we on the litl:'rary mag, but if you don't, tough tinkle! 
will be called Envoy, believe that Spooky Tooth (Z) - not bad at 
there is a great amount of un- all. Good guitar work in evil 
tapped creative talent; i.e., prose, woman. The total effect is one 
poetry, and art, on these cam- of being together. B-
puses. What's more, up to now, Spirit (Clea:r Spirit) - an excel-
there has been no outlet for this lent piece of wax. Very nice to 
"creative steam". listen to while you're eating a 
However, there were only four Macintosh apple. Impressive 
students, Robert Israel, Bruce jazz work in New dope in town 
Kittel, Tony Mazza, and Jack Ma- (probably dedicated to Harriet). 
honey, and two faculty members, B+ 
Mr. Topf and Mr. Kuo, at the last Ten Years After (Ssssh} - All in 
(and first) meeting, and, we be- all I liked it, BUT practically 
lieve, this is not a true rcpresenta- all of the songs on side two 
tion of the literary talent at RWC. sound the same. Alvin Lee can 
So, if you can make the next definitely play the guitar. Good 
meeting which is today, Monday, boy Al. B 
at 12:30 p.m., outside CL9 in the I...ed 7,eppelin (2) - a lot of you 
faculty wing, please be there. If 
not, please contact one of the peo-
ple mentioned above. We can't 
make it without you. 
Jack Mahon<'y 
Press Release 
This Week's Movie 
CITIZEN KANE, a motion pic-
ture directed by and starring Or-
son Welles, will be presented in 
Lecture Hall One Wednesday eve-
ning at 7:30 p.m. This is the story 
of William Randolph Hearst, who 
George Frederick Handel's is portrayed by Welles himself in 
"Messiah" will be presented by the the character of Citizen Kane, who 
Rhode Island Civic Chorale and in his old age is fabulously rich, 
Orchestra, Dr. Louis Pichierri, but yearns for the simplicity and 
Music Director, Saturday, Decem- native happiness of bis povcrty-
ber 6, 8:00 p.m. Veteran Memorial stricken boyhood. 
Auditorium. A quartet of nation- Besides the magnificant Orson 
ally prominent soloists, Virgina Welles the cast includes such 
Babikian, soprano: Elaine Bon~z- screen' greats as Joseph Cotton, 
zi, mezzo-soprano; Anastas1os Agnes Moorehead, and Everett 
Vrenios, tenor; Vern Shinall, bass Sloane. This play won an Acad-
will perform with the one hundred cmy Award for Best Original 
voice chorus and 35 piece profes- Screenplay. 
sional orchestra. Reasonably Peter Nobel, in his book, The 
priced tickets at $4.50, $3.50 and Fabulous Orson Welles, sums the 
$2.50 are available at Avery film up. "An epoch-making film 
Piano, Axelrod Music and Ladd's . . a masterpiece of screemvriting 
Music. Mail and telephone orders . ·. . From the film's startling 
to the Rhode Island Civic Chorale opening shot of Xanadu, Kane's 
and Orchestra, 93 Eddy Street, , private castle, leading into a dark-
Providence, R.I. 521-5670. . ened preview theatre, where a 
Students, youth groups, senior newsreel is being screened, to the 
citizens, charitable organizations, final shot of the child's sled being 
and handicapped persons may ob- burned in a roaring furnace, CITI-
tain tickets at reduced prices ZEN KANE is absorbing and cx-
from the ticket endowment pro- citing. Purely as an essay int() the 
gram of the state Council on the story form it is outstanding. As a 
Arts. Under the Rhode Island psychological study of a man it 
State Council's Ticket Endowment has rarely been equalled in the 
Program, tickets priced at $2.50 cinema ... Orson himself gave a 
are available for $1.25. If you are bravura performance." 
working with adults or students Jack Mahoney 
from a disadvantaged area, special Cultural co-Editor 
arrangements can be made for 
free or lower priced tickets. For 
further information call the state 
council 781-4650. 
Deadline for ticket endowment 






Studl:'nts looking for jobs dur-
ing the school year should 
watch the bulletin board out-
side the Financial Aid Office 
for possible openings. 
will be shocked to hear this: 
A . The reason it didn't get an 
A plus was because the inside 
record jacket design didn't 
really make my toes vibrate. 
Best or the Crt-nm - E-. Any 
group as good as the Cream 
doesn't have to stoop to such 
an ALICE IN WONDERLAND 
trick as "best of". Next, it'll be 
the best of the 1910 Fruitgum 
Co. 
Deep Pur1>le (3) - It's a good 
album, hut probably the worst 
of the three. Best cut: Llacna. 
c+ 
Tnst.E\ - Some of it's tasteful, 
some isn't. Catfish will knock 
you on your ever-lovin'. 
Jeff Be<·k (lle<-k-Ola) - A nice 
feeling of Jail House Rock Rice 
Pudding is also together. B -
Well, that's about all for this 





A Play In 










At 8:00 P.M. 
ASSELIN Sales & Service 
"Since 1933" 
"GOD CREATED 
IIEA VEN AND l<JAU'l'H 
BUT MAN CREATl<m 
SATURDAY NITI<;" 
CO!m:NG DF.C. 18 
CHEVROLET 
187 CHILD ST. 
WARREN, R. I. 
Tel. 245-3500 
Page Nine 
The Most Common Def iency Disease 
In The U.S. Today- Love 
Students - give an ear! Are my friends, and (heh, heh} lovers. 
you tired, rundown, pale and pep- Prevention of love deficiency is 
Jess? Do you find it hard to go simple, and it's easy to obtain this 
through everyday life? Do you love. All you do is go up to some-
also find yourself languid anrl one, give them a smile, and be 
"fashionably fatigued" (in other yourself. It works every time (at 
words, just plain lazy)? Well lis- least for me it does), and it works 
ten up! I have a solution to your 
1 
wonders on you, because you feel 
problem. like glowing inside with a happy 
What you need is a little love feeling. You also seem to outshine 
in your life. I have, and look I the sun with such a feeling too. 
where it got me. I'm not tired, So if you don't want to end up 
rundown, and pepless; and sure with pallid skin, nails, and mucous 
as my name is Patricia Ann Brito, membranes; brit tle, ridged, or de-
l'm not pale! I love people, and formed nails: and a headache (not 
people just love me right back It to mention enlargement of the 
is because of this that I am, at feet, and swollen ankles), then for 
times, the happiest, noisiest, most crying out loud let's stop with this 
energetic person on the face of fatigue of simple love shortage -
Roger Williams College. You hard- alias love-deficiency anemia. 
ly ever see me· running around in Knock off with this weakness, and 
a "washed-out feeling". That's be- put a little love in your heart. 
cause I have my own "vitamin- You might start seeing this world 
plus mineral capsule" - LOVE. I as a place where life is easier to 
get my 18 milligrams of ironic hear. I know I have. 
love from people like my family, I Buffi Brito 
THE MARCH 
Driving down the New Jersey capital to get at the end of th<' 
Turnpike, listening to WCBS, dis- line, marshalls everywhere, cops 
cussing the nature of man's agres- too. We never made it down Penn-
siveness, and then the story of sylvania Avenue. Instead, one le-
Dupont Circle is broadcast, and gality of the day, we join another 
we are hushed and grim, and we march down the Mall leading to 
swear and drive for awhile in sll- the> Washington Monument. As we 
encc, angry at the cops, apprchen- walk, a few start a chant of "Rev-
sive about our safety. ()lution Now", and sing songs from 
A snack at the Maryland House, Marat Sade. My companions are 
a greasy spoon restaurant full of disgusted, approved. 
effete impudent snobs, the smell At the monument, we are so far 
of pot and luke-warm coffee. A from the stage we can barely see 
green beret standing straight, it. We sit on command and listen 
steely gaze, neither cotemptuous to speeches. Dick Gregory was 
nor approving, a machine. beautiful, Tom Paxton and Ario 
. . . . Guthrie sang, Howard Samuels 
Fmally sleep m S1J~·er Spring, ran for governor of New York, 
?n a hardwood floor using a sleep- ("Always the f----ing politicians 
rng bag as a mattress. •get their say" (I think). "Power 
A mile walk to Pennsylvania to the people," people cry, but the 
Avenue along K, windows broken,, politicians drove on. We go home. 
cops everywhere, but not brand- We were sheep. We accomplished 
ishing weapons, a few national nothing. Again, it's difficult to say 
guardsmen along the streets, the long live the revolution when there 
rest on the rooftops. The paruders is nothing living. 
in proper groups arc chanting In the car on the way back to 
"Peace-Now". Ho, Ho, Ho Chi Rhode Island, we play ghost, 1 
Minh, Viet C-0ng is gonna win, can't spell, so I lose. 
some V.C. flags. We walk to the Joshua B. Stein 
,.. 
to serve you 
iust minutes away 
.. 
583 HOPE ST., BRISTOL 
Next To Industrial Bank 
OPEN 8 AM - 11 PM 
31 RAILROAD AVE., WARREN 
NEXT TO WARREN LIQUOR & WINE 
OPEN 8:30 AM - 10 PM 
Page Ten T HE Q UIL L 
Roger Williams College Sporting News 
Sports Ins · and Outs 
T'was 9:00 o'clock at night at I ing to fall in. Goal after goal the 
Browns' Mann Auditorium when HAWKS would drill the puck into 
the buzzer rang out and Hockey the enemy's net till they had 
play was under way. The two compiled an 8 to 2 score. Thus, 
teams were battling around the I it was an onslaught of masterful 
rink, fighting for the possession skating and goals-scored that 
of the puck, in order to fire the brought the Burdett Hockey Team 
much molested disk into the down to complete and devastating 
awaiting hungry nets. Yet, to humilation! 
those people unknowledgeable of Ah, yes, I almost forgot about 
this game you most likely guessed Fraternity support at our games. 
I was referring to the Ice Ca- Apparently men, you have been 
pades ! Good guess, but very I greatly lacking in your turn-out 
wrong! at our sports events however, this 
To those "unfortunate" who re- may not be as important as pull-
gretably or not missed Saturday ing a fast buck at your so-called 
night's opening game, between college mixers. Remember money 
none other than RWC and Bur- is one thing, but I believe pride 
dett College, missed a great deal in one's school is more gratifying 
of fun. Yet. in retrospect I send than involving yourself in only 
my heartiest of congratulations to I Fraternity affairs. Finally, re-
thosc brave 500 souls who man- member Brothers and friends, the 
aged to come out and cheer on HAWKS will be watching out for 
our HA WK Hockey Team. First, you - rlosely. 
they clapped, then whistled. I 
cheered, then yelled and screamed, 
till I felt certain the roof was go-




The first hockey game of the I want his team to become over-
season opened with the Hawks confident and ease up because five 
paunching on Burdette of Boston. goals war-; not that great a 
Coach Reale expressed much en- domination as the icemen so suc-
thusiasm and promise over the cessfully showed. Ile also extcnd-
fantastic defeat brought upon the ed the idea of his team's abolish-
foe. After the first period with ment of the individualistic effort. 
the Hawks of Roger Williams During the second period however, 
edging in front of Burdette 2-0, the team effort was much more 
Reale gave his team the confid- evident than in the first period. 
ence and advice needed. He ex- At the opening of the third 
pressed much concern over the period the hockey fans exhibited 
fact that during the opening period much more enthusiam with 
the scoring was too much of an the sight of victory coming closer 
individualistic attack, and that for and closer into focus. In this 
a successful assualt upon the op- session the Hawks zeroed their 
position a team effort would be previous score of 3 goals in the 
a prerequisite for scoring. To sum second period. This was also due 
up the first period the coach to the loosening of the impervious 
stated that the team should defensive wall set up by Roger 
mend their mistakes and make a Williams College. Coach Reale's 
greater effort t o win. comments after the game were 
Apparently the good addce and quite optimistic. in respect to his 
fine coaching paid off in the sec- outlook on the upcoming threat 
ond period. The icemen stormed of Nathaniel Hawthorne of New 
back and skated well enough to Hampshire. He stated that if his 
almost double the previous score team could match the perform-
posted. Reale stated that this was ance of the 2nd and 3rd period, 
due to the fine over all teamwork success would be inevitable. The 
effort in the defensive and offen- only other comment he had to 
sive attack of the never-ceasing make was that his team had 
surge of the Hawks of Roger Wil-1 "some defnite brushing up to do 
liams. The main point that Reale before his team's next contest." 
touched upon was that he didn't Jim Healey 
Basketball 
Tone 
In their debut performance. the 
Roger Williams Hawks rioted over 
The Gordon College Scotchmen in 
an impressive 106-79 victory. 
Throughout the entire game, team 
effort persisted into a well bal-
ance offensive squad. The Hawks 
fast br~ak and speed on the court 
caught Gordon's defense lacking 
in many basic but vital maneuvers. 
The fast break itself which was 
highlighted by all of the starters 
and substitutes was the most suc-
cessful weapon over the opponent. 
The speed which was illuminated 
by Montecalvo. Price, and Lang al-
lowed for more plays to be exe-
cuted along with variations of a 
roving offense. 
Although the Hawks were slow 
in maintaining an effective de-
fense, at one time falling behind 
by a span of seven points, as the 
game progressed they became 
stronger and stronger. Rebound-
ing which was impressive was led 
by Latimore and Desisto. 
The starting line-up which con-
sisted of Lang, Latimore, Monte-
calvo, Price and DeSisto was fre-
quently changed with interven-
tions by Abbott and Jackson. 
When early in the first half it 
was apparent that fouls might 
play an important role in the 
teams line-up, Williams Abbott, 
the high scorer of the game with 
17 points could without hesitation 
fill any threatened position. 
Offensively, the accuracy of 
shooting field goals was a high 
level plateau. With several players 
in 1he double figures, it was a dir-
rect reflection of the success of .
1 
shot and position variations. As-
sists was another major factor in 
the game. Leading in assists was 
Lang who also turned in an im-
pressive performance. 
The entire team was allowed to 
play a portion of the game after 
a significant lead was developed. , 
This allowed visualization of the 
actual amount of talent Coach 
Drennan is confronted with. 
Everyone including the substitutes 
contributed to some element of the 
game and the victory. 
The performance by Carvol Cole-
man from the bench was the most 
outstanding of the substitutes. Ile 
handled the offense and defense 
patterns with great precision. 1 
There were many other impressive 
performances by the substitutes 
but Coleman's was highlighted. 
The lowest level of performance 
was the foul shooting which aver-
aged 60% from the free throw 
line. This must be overcome 
through practice and concentra-
tion and is essential in closer 
scoring games. 
Overall the team presented it-
sel[ in a very favorable manner to 
the forge and enthusiastic crowd. 
Everyone who attended left with 
full realization of the quality of 
the entire team. Each person held 
excitement themselves for a sea-
son. The cheerleaders seemed to 
renefit the spirit by keeping the 
crowd constantly alive - which 
initiated a more enthusiastic re-
sponse from the club. 
Nat1cy Fauntleroy 
Football Club Seeks Unity 
The newly formed football club I ning a holiday raffle of a color 
has had a limited amount of pro- television as first prize, snow 
gress. the progress being mainly plow as second prize, and cassette 
a one-sided effort by the Provi- tape player as third prize. A dance 
dence campus. The Bristol cam- 1 will be held to raffle off these 
pus has sort of closed its doors to prizes. 
the idea of having a football club The club also purchased dis-
at Roger Williams College. This tinctive bumper stickers which 
negative attitude has hurt the will be available to the Roger 
eventual chance of the football Williams College faculty and stu-
club becoming an actual playing dents for a donation of $1.00, 
squad. Many Providence faculty members 
_AI Paolozzi, Bob Matteson, Jay 
1 
and students have already demon-
H1ggens and a small group of strated their sincere hopes of suc-
enthusiastic, hard working mem- cess for the club by donating to 
bers, are endlessly putting up this cause. 
poster for scheduled meetings, · 
only to have these posters torn 
or written on with "marked vul-
garity." These things are being 
witnessed by the greater part of 
the student body of this school 
and they lose the needed enthus-
iasm which the club must thrive 
The remaining interests now lie 
among the students of the Bristol 
and Providence campuses. Their 
support of club football will lead 
to the reality of Roger Williams 
College Hawks be<'oming a playing 
team. 
on. I This club is open to the Provi-
As far as the progress of the dence and Bristol campuses, so 
club is concerned, they are plan- look for scheduled meetings. 
Art Paolozzi discusses problems of football <'lob \\ith Davt> 
Jl()('hman S1>0rts F.dltor of Providence Campus. 
R.W.O. cheerleaders at work 
Look at that f,'Uys legs 
1 "fail' policemen" dragged the kids 
SI. de K1· ck by their feet?? Did it show the young women that were dragged 
down these same stairs?? No, Mr. 
(Continued from Pag<' 2) Agnew, it didn't and it never will. 
like Chicago, Berkeley, or e\·en I America's media arc aimed at the 
Columbia be watered down any- middle-class. and the middle-class 
more than it has been on televi- doesn't like blood. 
sion but did they show the Peace, 
blood on the stairs - where our I Tom Malone 
